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I
n Regents of the University of California v. WCAB
(Lappi) (2014) 226 Cal.App.4th 1530, a California
appellate court recently found that the Evidence

Code statutes which govern privilege in civil court are
applicable also in workers compensation proceedings.
The Workers Compensation Appeals Board (“WCAB”)
cannot force a party or the worker’s compensation
adjuster to produce documents to determine the validity
of a claimed privilege. Instead, the judge must rely on
declarations about the documents to determine the issue
of privilege.

In 2003, Shirley Lappi sustained an injury while
working as an administrative assistant for the University
of California at Irvine (“University”). She filed a workers’
compensation claim. Her attorney noticed the deposition
of the worker’s compensation claims examiner of Sedgwick
Claims Management Services, Inc. She requested that
Sedgwick and the University produce documents relating
to her claim. The University moved to quash the
deposition subpoena but the workers’ compensation
judge ordered that the deposition go forward and that
“all non-privileged portions of the claims file” be produced.

After an order by the workers’ compensation judge,
the University produced many of the documents and also
a privilege log which identified 205 privileged documents
based on the work-product doctrine and attorney-client
privilege. The parties were unable to resolve the discovery
dispute and the case went to trial before a workers
compensation judge as it related to 47 documents still in
dispute. The University alleged that these documents
disclosed communications between the University and
its attorneys, and therefore were protected from
production under the attorney-client privilege.

The workers’ compensation judge ordered an “in
camera” review of the disputed documents prior to Lappi’s
cross examination of Sedgwick’s claims representative.
That means that the Judge viewed the documents

confidentially in chambers. After review, the workers’
compensation judge found that the documents were not
privileged unless they specifically discussed a
communication which had been made by counsel. The
disputed documents, however, also contained
communications between claims personnel.

The University filed a petition for reconsideration of the
workers’compensation judge’s order. The University argued
that the workers’ compensation judge erred when he ordered
the University to produce the documents which contained
notes, e-mails and communications between claims personnel
discussing action plans and defense opinions based upon
“advice of counsel”. The University claimed that the
disputed documents were privileged and protected as
attorney work product. The University also challenged the
procedure for determining privilege, arguing that the judge’s
order was improper when he required production of the
disputed documents to a special master for an “in camera’
inspection. The Court ofAppeal first found that the attorney-
client privilege applies in worker’s compensation. Division
8 of the Evidence Code “trumps” the provision of the Labor
Code, as Division 8 expressly applies to “any action, hearing,
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GIVEAND TAKE - EMPLOYERS MAY
DEDUCT SALARIED EMPLOYEES’

VACATION HOURS EVEN FOR
ABSENCES UNDER FOUR HOURS

In the recent California appellate decision of Lori
Rhea v. General Atomics (July 21, 2014), the Court

held that an employer may reduce a salaried employee’s
vacation time proportionally with the amount of time an
employee misses in a day even if the absence is less than
four hours, because this practice in effect requires the
employee to use her vacation hours and is not a forfeiture
of wages.

Plaintiff Lori Rhea was an exempt salaried employee of
GeneralAtomics who argued that GeneralAtomics’practice
of reducing salaried employee’s earned vacation time by
an amount proportional to the time an employee is absent
even if the absence is less than four hours violated
California law. Rhea challenged General Atomics’policy,
despite Conley v. Pacific Gas & Electric Co. (2005), which
held that California law does not prohibit an employer
from following the established federal policy permitting
employers to deduct from exempt employee’s vacation
leave, when available, on account of partial-day absences.
Rhea argued that Conley was wrongly decided because
California law contains “unique antiforfeiture provisions
that protect vacation pay from forfeiture”. Therefore, Rhea
argued that California law provides greater protection for
exempt employees than Federal law because it prohibits
the reduction of annual leave or vacation pay for partial
absences, whereas there is no such prohibition under
Federal law.

The Court rejected Rhea’s argument. Although it is
well established that employers may not reduce monetary
pay - i.e., the employee’s salary - for partial absences, the
Court held that vacation or annual leave pay may be
reduced for partial absences because they are not
considered “salary” under either California or Federal law.
The “antiforfeiture” provision relied on by Rhea did not

apply because although California law does consider
vacation as a type of wage or deferred compensation, and
does prohibit the forfeiture of vacation, the Court held
that General Atomics practice of reducing vacation time
for partial absences was actually not a forfeiture to begin
with. GeneralAtomics was not taking away Rhea’s vested
vacation hours. Instead, General Atomics was requiring
Rhea to use her vacation hours. Therefore, the
antiforfeiture provisions of California law did not apply. It
follows that the practice of requiring reduction of vacation
hours for partial absences is permissible under both
California and Federal law.

- Nathaniel Clark

NEWAT WESIERSKI & ZUREK LLP

Lynne Rasmussen: Lynne Rasmussen graduated
with her Master’s Degree in social work from San
Diego State University and practiced as a social
worker in a psychiatric setting for two years before
returning to school at Loyola Law School where
she earned her Juris Doctor in law. She was admitted
to practice law in California in 1984. In her 29 years
as a practicing attorney, Lynne has represented both
plaintiffs and defendants in a wide array of civil
litigation and is particularly experienced in
prosecuting and defending appeals. Lynne is also
admitted to practice before the United States District
Court, Central District of California, the Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals and the United States Supreme
Court.

Ted Travis: Ted Travis has had substantial litigation
experience representing individual and institutional
plaintiffs and defendants in many different areas of
law and involving a multitude of situations, claims
and defenses. Mr. Travis has significant trial,
appellate and alternative dispute resolution
experience in state and federal courts. Ted’s interests
outside of the legal profession include: family;
football; traveling; snorkeling; hiking; biking; skiing;
music; and, preservation and promotion of quality
of life issues.
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THINK TWICE ABOUT PRELITGATION THREATS,
EXTORTION CAN BE IMPLIED

T
he recent case of Stenehjem v. Sareen imposes a
relatively low threshold requirement to trigger
potential liability for extortion implied from an

email between litigants about litigating or mediating the case.
This overcame the protected First Amendment status of
prelitigation communication.

In Stenehjem, the plaintiff sued the defendant employer
for employment-related causes of action. Prior to filing the
lawsuit, the plaintiff made an initial settlement demand of
$675,000, but the defense was unwilling to entertain the
idea of settling the claims. Then, the plaintiff requested
mediation in his continued pursuit of a settlement, but the
defense stood by its position. Thereafter, plaintiff’s counsel
withdrew from representation, and the plaintiff personally
reached out to the defense in an attempt to settle through
direct negotiation, but the defense repeated its unwillingness
to spend resources on settlement discussions.

Frustrated, the plaintiff emailed the defendant and
requested a face to face meeting. The subject line of the
email was “Qui Tam.” Qui Tam is a kind of lawsuit where a
private individual files a lawsuit against a federal contractor
claiming fraud against the government. In the first paragraph,
the plaintiff accused the defendant of having engaged in
illegal activity. In the second paragraph, the plaintiff began
to raise the possibility of involving federal authorities,
stating: “I never wanted this to become a long and expensive
process let alone involve the United States Attorney
General, the Department of Justice or the DOD.” Arguably,
this was a threat to get Federal authorities involved if the
case did not settle. It also apparently referred to activity
outside the scope of the litigation. The defense did not
respond.

Thereafter, the plaintiff filed his lawsuit, and the defense
filed a cross-complaint for extortion based on the email. The
plaintiff moved to strike the cross-complaint under the anti-
SLAPP statute, arguing the email was prelitigation
communication that was protected free speech and not
extortion. The trial court granted the motion to strike, and
defendant appealed.

Suits that allege claims that might fall under protected
free speech may be disposed of summarily by a special

motion to strike under section 425.16, commonly known
as an “anti-SLAPP motion.” Subdivision (e) of section
425.16 identifies four general categories protected by the
section. The category at issue here was subdivision (e)(2),
namely any written or oral statement or writing made in
connection with an issue under consideration or review
by a judicial body. This category also includes
communications that are prepatory to, or in anticipation
of, litigation, even though they occur before litigation is
actually pending. At first glance, it would appear that the
plaintiff’s email would qualify as protected free speech
under section 425.16 subdivision (e)(2), but the court held
otherwise.

A demand constituting extortion is not protected under
section 425.16, because the anti-SLAPP statute protects
only the valid exercise of constitutional rights of free
speech whereas extortion is illegal.

According to Penal Code sections 518 and 519,
extortion is the “obtaining of property from another with
consent induced by a wrongful use of force or fear.” Fear,
for purposes of extortion, may be induced by a threat to
accuse or expose an individual of a crime.

The plaintiff alleged that his email was not extortion
because it did not include a threat or a demand for money.
Upon review, the court held that the email demand was
extortion as a matter of law, and reversed the order granting
the motion to strike defendant’s cross-complaint. It
reasoned, in part, that the totality of the circumstances
made the email a threat to negotiate and settle or else face
the potential exposure of unrelated criminal charges.
Further, the court rejected the argument that the email
pushing for mediation was not a demand for money,
concluding that all communication in pursuit of settlement
constitutes a demand for money.

Thus, in Stenehjem, a veiled threat in pursuit of
settlement was considered extortion. Based on this
holding, parties to a civil action should think twice before
making any reference to the potential exposure of criminal
charges against the other side.

- Brent A. Gerome
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SEMINARS

We have interesting and informative seminars
available on a wide variety of legal topics. We can
also customize a seminar to fit your needs.

Our seminars emphasize both a pro-active risk
prevention perspective, and the means to effect-
ively litigate and defeat claims once they are filed.

If you would like to schedule a seminar, please
contactPaul J. Lipman at (213) 627-2300 for further
information.

investigation, inquest or inquiry (whether conducted
by a court, administrative agency, hearing officer,
arbitrator, legislative body, or any other person
authorized by law) in which . . . testimony can be
compelled.”

The Court next found that the WCAB erred
procedurally in this case “when it ordered an in camera
review of the University’s allegedly privileged documents
by a special master for the purpose of assessing the
merits of that privilege claim.” That is not the way to
determine or rule on the attorney-client privilege. Not
even a judge is allowed to see an attorney-client privileged
document, even in private, to determine if the privilege
applies. Instead, the Court has to rely on declarations
about who produced the document, and for what
purpose. If the purpose was to communicate between
lawyer and client, that is the end of the story.``

The Court concluded that the WCAB remains bound
by the statutory requirements for dealing with privilege
found in division 8 of the Evidence Code. The workers’
compensation judge’s order was annulled and the matter
was returned to the WCAB with directions to reconsider
the discovery dispute without requiring any preliminary
review of the documents. Evidence Code section 915
expressly prohibits a tribunal from ordering a party to
produce documents for review as a means of determining
the validity of a claimed privilege.

- Mary Bevins

In Baek v. Continental Casualty Co., 2014 DJDAR 13646, the
Heaven Massage and Wellness Center employed a masseur who was
sued by a client for sexually assaulting her during a massage. The
masseur demanded a defense under the spa’s policy with Continental
Casualty. The carrier refused to do so, saying that the allegations were
all outside course and scope. California holds that for the most part,
sexual assaults perpetrated on the job are not considered as within
course and scope under the case of Lisa M. v. Henry Mayo Newhall
Memorial Hosp. (1995) 12 Cal.4th 291. In that case, the employee
sued for bad faith and the carrier successfully demurred. This was
upheld on appeal. The policy only required defense of acts in course
and scope, which sexual torts are not, even if the masseur was
considered an employee rather than an independent contractor.

The spa’s policy defined additional insureds as including “Members
and partners ... but only with respect to the conduct of your business”,
and “employees ... but only for acts within the scope of their
employment by you or while performing duties related to the conduct
of your business”. Whether considered a member, partner or employee,
the court held that his sexual torts while giving massages was not
“within the scope of employment”, nor the “conduct of your business”,
and thus was not covered.

In reaching its decision, the court noted that even though the
masseur admitted to being an independent contractor and not an
employee, that was not the reason for the court’s ruling denying
coverage. The real reason there was no coverage was that, even if he
was an “employee”, he was not in course and scope while molesting
clients. Also, the court looked to the underlying plaintiff’s allegations
of employment status, not the bad faith claimant’s complaint, in
determining whether there was the potential for an employment
relationship to be found. The underlying plaintiff alleged shotgun-
style that the masseur “was the agent, principal, owner, partner, joint
venturer ... servant, employee and/or co-conspirator” with the spa.
This would be enough to trigger coverage as an “employee”, providing
also that the acts alleged were in course and scope. As a matter of law,
however, sex torts on the job are generally not in course and scope,
and the court found no exception here. Thus, on the face of the
pleadings, the masseur’s alleged sex torts were not in course and
scope, and therefore there was no coverage for him under the spa’s
policy.

This is not just a coverage case. By implication, it means that
spas, hotels and other businesses that have spas or have masseurs on
property, will not be “vicariously” liable per se if they take advantage
of the privacy and intimacy of the job and molest a client during a
massage (Note that they can still theoretically be “directly” liable, if
the jury finds they violated their own independent duty to make the
premises reasonably safe, which in the case of masseurs will raise the
question of whether there is anything a spa can reasonably do, like
have an open-door rule, in light of the guest’s usual expectation of
having a closed door for privacy). The masseur of course may be
personally liable, but the owner / operator will virtually never be
vicariously liable. This is an important extension of the Lisa M. line
of cases, and closes a loophole that some plaintiff attorneys have
relied upon following the Lisa M. decision.

- Paul J. Lipman
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